THE INTELLIPOINT INTEGRAL UPGRADE PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- INTELLIPOINT ELECTRONICS IN HOUSING
- WIRE HARNESS
- HEAT SHRINK
- EXTENSION TUBE

PREPARING THE SENSING ELEMENT FOR UPGRADE:
1. DISCONNECT:
   a) POWER AND OUTPUT WIRES FROM EXISTING SYSTEM.
   b) PROBE CONNECTIONS FROM TRANSMITTER.
   c) SPARK PROTECTOR FROM THE PROBE (NOT INSTALLED ON ALL SYSTEMS).
      **NOTE:** THE SPARK PROTECTOR WILL NOT BE RE-INSTALLED WHEN UPGRADED TO THE INTELLIPOINT ELECTRONICS.

2. REMOVE THE CENTER WIRE AND SHIELD WIRE FROM THE PROBE.
   **NOTE:** THE TWO SCREWS WILL BE USED WHEN UPGRAADING TO THE INTELLIPOINT ELECTRONICS.

3. REMOVE THE HOUSING FROM THE PROBE BY ROTATING COUNTERCLOCKWISE.

UPGRADE TO THE INTELLIPOINT ELECTRONICS:
4. INSTALL THE NEW WIRE HARNESS BY FASTENING THE SHIELD WIRE TO THE SHIELD TAB AND THE CENTER WIRE TO THE CENTER ROD USING THE TWO SCREWS REMOVED EARLIER IN STEP 2.
5. SLIDE THE SUPPLIED HEAT SHRINK TUBE OVER THE BACK END OF THE PROBE.
6. APPLY HEAT TO THE HEAT SHRINK TUBE UNTIL IT FITS TIGHTLY ON THE PROBE. IF HEAT SHRINK TUBE CANNOT BE HEATED TO FIT TIGHTLY ON THE PROBE, WRAP THE BACK END OF THE PROBE WITH AN INSULATED ELECTRICAL TAPE.
7. SLIDE THE SUPPLIED EXTENSION TUBE OVER THE WIRE HARNESS AND THREAD IT CLOCKWISE ONTO THE PROBE.
8. INSERT THE PHONO-PLUG END OF THE WIRE HARNESS INTO THE 3/4" PROBE HUB ON THE DUAL COMPARTMENT HOUSING.
9. THREAD THE EXTENSION TUBE CLOCKWISE INTO THE HOUSING.
10. REMOVE THE LID FROM THE PROBE SIDE OF THE DUAL COMPARTMENT HOUSING TO EXPOSE THE CIRCUIT BOARD.
11. REMOVE THE THREE (3) SCREWS FROM THE CIRCUIT BOARD.
12. GENTLY REMOVE THE CIRCUIT BOARD FROM THE HOUSING.
13. CONNECT THE PHONO-PLUG TO THE BACK OF THE CIRCUIT BOARD.
14. RE-INSTALL THE CIRCUIT BOARD.
   **NOTE:** MAKE SURE THAT THE BOARD IS PROPERLY SEATED ON THE FEED THROUGH PINS.
15. REPLACE THE THREE (3) SCREWS THAT WERE REMOVED IN STEP 11.
16. REPLACE THE HOUSING LID.